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INTRODUCTION

Dear Valued Clients and Associates,
It is with great pleasure that I present to you the second
issue of Nexia Pulse 2015.
A while ago, Singapore Exchange introduced the new
Minimum Trading Price (MTP) requirement for issuers
listed on SGX Mainboard. We bring you the latest updates
and how it may affect you and your business.
To follow up with the Cyber Security Seminar held on
13 May 2015, we would like to re-emphasise on how
Cyber Threats can affect SMEs and the ways to manage
them.

Welcome

We LISTEN to
our clients, THINK
on their behalf and
help guide them on
difficult decisions.
We help steer
companies towards
GROWTH.
Our domain is
ASIA.

Besides the MTP requirement, some legislative changes
have also been made to the Companies Act recently which
will be highlighted in this issue. The tax framework in
Myanmar and how it may affect foreign investors is
another important topic which will be covered.
Last, but not least, Nexia TS held its CSR event on 19 June
2015 where we organised special activities for children at
Gardens by The Bay with the objective of learning about
teamwork and the environment.
Thank you for your continuous support and happy
reading!

Henry Tan
Managing Director, Nexia TS
+65.6536 5466
henrytan@nexiats.com.sg
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Minimum Trading Price Requirement
for Mainboard Issuers

The Singapore Exchange has recently introduced
the Minimum Trading Price (MTP) continuing
listing requirement as of 2 March 2015. The new
rule is applicable only to issuers listed on SGX
Mainboard (including Real Estate Investment
Trusts and Business Trusts), and not to Catalistlisted companies. Issuers must maintain a
minimum share price of S$0.20, with effect from
2 March 2015.
This is aimed at improving the overall quality of
Singapore’s stock market, thereby also reducing
the volatility of low-priced securities. Highertraded prices are associated with narrower bidask spreads and higher quoted best-depth value,
reflecting higher liquidity. Therefore, with a
minimum trading price, investors will be able to
execute trades especially in large sizes, at more
favourable prices and lower costs.

“

Issuers will be given a

12-month transition period from
2 March 2015 till 1 March 2016
to comply with the MTP
requirement.

”

Issuers that fail to fulfil the MTP requirement at the
first review date on 1 March 2016 or any of the
subsequent quarterly reviews will be placed on the
SGX watch-list. The MTP of S$0.20 will be based on
issuers' volume weighted average price ("VWAP") of
their shares for the 6 months preceding the date of
review. Issuers placed on the watch-list will have a
36-month period to exit from the watch-list. Issuers
who fail to exit from the watch-list will be subject to
delisting in accordance with the listing rules. SGX
will perform reviews of companies based on the
watch-list criteria on every 1st business day of
March, June, September and December. Should an
issuer for example be placed on the watch-list on 1
June 2017, this issuer would have 36 months (or
until June 2020) to exit the watch-list.
Issuers that are not compliant or at risk of not
complying with the MTP requirement may undertake
remedial measures such as share consolidation,
transfer to Catalist or other corporation actions to
avoid being placed on the watch-list. To facilitate the
share consolidation process for affected issuers,
SGX will be waiving all corporate action fees payable
by issuers in relation to a share consolidation for two
years till March 2017. In addition, SGX’s reduction of
the minimum board lot size from 1,000 shares to
100 shares from 19 January 2015 will also reduce
the number of odd-lots arising from share
consolidation. However, issuers would have to bear
their own legal fees and other opportunity costs.
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If a Mainboard issuer is placed on the watch-list on 1 March 2016, and it is still unable to comply with the
MTP requirement by the end of the MTP cure period, the issuer will be delisted from the SGX Mainboard.
With the introduction of this MTP rule, some 200 companies may need to take action to ensure
compliance and secure their positions on the SGX Mainboard. As of today, around 50 listed companies with
stock trading price below or at marginal S$0.20 have undergone share consolidation exercises.

*For more details on MTP requirement, please visit the SGX website at www.sgx.com.

For more information on the listing requirement and IPO process, please contact:
Mr Philip Tan
Director, Assurance & Capital Market Transaction
philipjctan@nexiats.com.sg
Ms Grace Lui
Director, Valuation & Transaction Services
gracelui@nexiats.com.sg
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Cyber Security

Cyber Attacks are Hitting the
Headlines

Key Cyber Security Issues

For Singapore as well as globally, the year 2014
was a year of major security breaches and cyber
attacks. While we can still remember clearly the
major online attack suffered by Sony Pictures
Entertainment last November that caused
sensitive corporate information to be leaked1,
hackers have already stomped their feet to the
database of Anthem, US second largest health
insurance company, leaking 80 million records of
its customers in February 20152.

Not long ago, cyber security incident only revolves
around viruses. Even though it was disruptive, it
rarely caused significant damage to business. But
now, it has reached a whole new level, driven by
malicious and/or materialistic intent, putting
businesses at stake.

Locally, karaoke entertainment operator, K Box
Singapore, also suffered a breach in its customer
database last September, resulting in more than
317,000 customer details being leaked online3. A
month earlier, the Infocomm Development
Authority of Singapore (IDA) revealed that 1,560
SingPass accounts were found to have been
compromised4. As more and more information
are processed online, cyber attacks can only
increase in terms of frequency and severity.

There are several key issues that are causing cyber
attacks to gain its popularity. First and foremost,
today’s
potential
attack
surfaces
are
increasing, thus presenting endless possibilities for
malicious attackers to undermine large and fragile
organisations. To put it simply, imagine a house now
and then. A long time ago, humans lived in caves
which only had few, if not one access point to get
inside it. But now, for convenience reason, humans
build houses with lots of access points such as
windows, chimneys, side doors, open roof concept,
and so on. As a result, this leads to more
opportunities for a burglar to break into your house.

Source:
1 http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-30189029
2 http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/anthem-major-health-insurer-suffers-hack-attack-n300511
3 http://www.todayonline.com/singapore/hackers-leak-data-over-300000-k-box-members
4 http://www.todayonline.com/singapore/1560-singpass-user-accounts-breached
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Just like businesses, as they are evolving towards
global
digitisation
through
the
use
of
e-commerce, social media, mobile and cloud
computing; the potential attack surfaces are
invariably
becoming
much
larger
and
unpredictable. Thus, exposing gaps in cyber
security that previously did not exist. There are
so many entry points that are not controlled by
organisations; USB ports, mobile devices,
personal laptops, emails, and many more. A
cyber attacker only need to compromise one
entry point to bypass perimeter defense, spreads
the threats and attempts to exfiltrate valuable
data.
Secondly, the attack model has become more
and more sophisticated. One of the attack
models is targeted attack. Typically it is very
difficult to detect. It remains in the networks for
a long period of time, and allows the attacker to
gather network resources to launch attacks
elsewhere. Any organisation may fall prey to such
attack;
especially
if
your
IT
security
personnel is not keeping the pace with the
attackers.
Last but not least, the complexity of threats
requires more complex solutions as well. The
problem with most businesses, especially SMEs,
is that they are still using yesterday’s
technologies to prevent tomorrow’s attacks. They
simply think that deploying antivirus suites is
enough. But the truth is, it isn’t. Spam blockers
and antivirus software can no longer guard a
network perimeter from current threats. There is
no single solution out there (or at least not yet)
that can respond to the myriad of technologies
and strategies currently used by malicious
attackers.
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Cyber Threats that affect SMEs
Malicious Software (Malware)
Malware is a software which is specifically designed
to harm a computer system or network. It includes
computer viruses, worms, trojans, adware, spyware
and other malicious software. The effects of malware
range from brief annoyance to computer crashes
and identity theft.
Employees and end-users may accidentally
introduce malware into the network when they run
malicious executable code (.EXE files). Sometimes
they might receive an email with an attached
malware or unknowingly download it when visiting a
malicious website. Or maybe, to get their work done
faster, they decided to install pirated software which
are often embedded with malware.
Most businesses have been the victim of a malware
attack. Most of the time, we do not hear of SMEs
becoming victims of such infections because it is not
in their interest to publicize these incidents.

“

Many SMEs cannot afford to

employ prevention mechanisms;

which make it easier for a malware
to spread throughout the
organisation.

”
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Computer Bugs
Computer bugs are system vulnerabilities that
exist in your computers, be it in the software or
the Operating Systems. Every now and then,
software publishers will publish updates or
patches, which do not only add new features, but
also fix the existing bugs.
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data breaches in Singapore. A Singapore telco
provider and luxury retail company have suffered
from this attack last year, which had caused the
leakage of their customers’ personal data.

Most SMEs have limited number of IT personnel,
who already got their hands full of daily IT
operations and troubleshooting; thus patch
updates have often been overlooked. They do not
realise that leaving computers unpatched will
soon open a door for cyber criminal to
compromise your computer systems and
networks.

Social Engineering Attack
This term refers to a set of techniques whereby
attackers make the most of weaknesses in human
nature rather than flaws within the technology. A
phishing attack is a type of social engineering
attack. A phishing email or site will make use of
genuine logos and other visuals, so that it will
appear genuine to the end-users. When the
end-user follows the instructions in the email, he
or she is directed to reveal sensitive or private
information.

Once a computer has been compromised, cyber
criminals can attempt to access the confidential
information stored in that computer. They will be
able to monitor your computer’s activities, control
your computer to perform other actions without
you knowing it; or even to gain access to other
computers in the network.

An attacker can also drop a USB stick on purpose
in public places such as toilet, lobby or lift, with a
clear marking that entice the victim (e.g. bonus
2015, payroll 2015). When the victim plugged the
USB stick into his computer, the malicious file will
do its work to open the connection with the
attacker’s computer.

Web Application Attacks
The move towards e-commerce and online
transactions has increased the use of web
applications. Unfortunately, it also introduces a
large number of new security vulnerabilities that
are actively exploited by attackers. Website
defacement is one of the common example of
web application attacks. In 2014, there was a
massive hacking spree in Singapore, with more
than 180 websites were being defaced. Website
defacement may not have quantifiable financial
impact. However, it will inevitably affect the
reputation of the company, especially if the
incidents made the headlines.

Insider and Privilege Misuse
Some of the most dangerous attacks come from
the inside such as employees, former employees,
contractors or business associates. These attacks
can be the most devastating due to the amount of
damage a privileged user can do and the data they
can access.

Injection attack is another type of web
application attacks that is accountable for most

Insiders may have legitimate access to computer
systems. However, these access rights could be
abused to harm the organisation. Insiders are
often familiar with the organisation's data and
intellectual property as well as the methods that
are in place to protect them. This makes it easier
for the insiders to circumvent any security controls
which they are aware of.
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Managing Cyber Threats
SMEs are becoming the primary target of
cybercrime. This is due to their insufficient
controls and effort to assess the cyber security
risks; and to monitor the security of their supply
chains. Do not take the risk of remaining
vulnerable. Here are the steps you can take to
shield your business from cybercrimes.
Enforce Password Policies
End-users typically will choose convenience over
security. If you are not enforcing the use of
strong password in your organisation, end-users
will use weak passwords for their accounts and
leave your company’s confidential data at risk. A
strong password consists a minimum of 8
characters with combination of upper and lower
case letters, numbers and symbols; and it should
be changed frequently.
Install Antivirus Software and Configure
Your Firewall
Installing anti-virus software and keeping it
up-to-date is useful to detect known malwares in
your computers. Encourage your employees to
scan email attachments and removable devices
before opening them in order to prevent
malwares from infecting their computers.
Furthermore, install and configure your firewall
so that it only allows necessary traffic into the
internal network.
Check for Updates and Patches Regularly
Configure your servers and computers to
automatically check for updates or patches from
the
respective
software
publishers,
and
selectively install the security patches. After
installation of the updates or patches, it is
recommended to do a quick check on your
systems and applications to ensure that they are
working normally.
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Educate your Employees
Employees are your first line of defense against
cyber criminals; but they are also your biggest
security hole. Negligent employees are the most
common cause of data breaches and they are very
vulnerable to social engineering. Improve your
employees’ awareness of security by developing
policies, conducting trainings or putting up
security posters.

“

It is crucial that employees

know that cyber security is not
just-another-IT-issue, but also
their responsibility.

”

Evaluate your Cyber Defense Capabilities
Implementing effective IT security controls will
add another layer of protection to your systems.
Be it a network segregation, user access controls,
enrcyption or data back-up. Each of these controls
counts to deter hackers from attacking your
system. Remember, hackers are after the weaker
fish; not the bigger fish. Testing your network
regularly is also key to ensure that your system is
hack-proof.
Design Incident Handling Procedures
Incident handling and response procedure may
seem immaterial, but this is what you need most
when the hackers strike. The existence of this
procedure keeps you prepared and allows you to
address the incident in a timely manner; leaving
no extra time for the hackers to steal more data or
create further damage to your system.
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When Things Get Out of Hand, Ask for Help
Security consultants have the necessary
knowledge
and
expertise
to
help
your
organisation manage the overall cyber security
risks. They can evaluate whether your
organisation is adequately protected against
cyber-attacks, provide recommendations to
enhance your system, assist you to investigate
the incident, and help you to recover your system
after the incidents.

“
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Purchase Insurance Policy
No matter how hard you try, you will never be
completely safe from cybercrime. Insurance
policy is your last line of defense that covers any
losses from cybercrime to computer fraud.
Cybercrime coverage can include forensic
investigation expenses, legal and public relations
costs, business income loss and internet media
liability.

No matter how hard you try, you will never be completely
safe from cybercrime.

”

For more information on Cyber Security, please contact:
Mr Tan Swee Wan
Director, Technology Advisory
tansweewan@nexiats.com.sg
Mr Dendy Lukito
Manager, Technology Advisory
dendylukito@nexiats.com.sg
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Phased Implementation of
Companies Act
The Accounting and Corporate Regulatory Authority
(“ACRA”) has announced that the legislative
changes to the Companies Act (the “Act”) will be
effected in two phases. About 40% of the
legislative amendments will take effect in the first
phase on 1 July 2015. The second phase is
expected to come into effect in the first quarter of
2016.
Set out below are some of the key changes that will
take effect on 1 July 2015:
removing the financial assistance prohibition
for private companies;
keeping financial assistance prohibition for
public companies and their subsidiaries, with
new exceptions introduced;
broadening the criteria for exemption from
statutory audit for small companies;
allowing listed companies to engage in
selective off-market acquisitions to, among
other things, make discriminatory repurchase
offers to their odd-lot shareholders;

repealing of requirement in relation to
alignment of financial year between a parent
and its subsidiary;
easing conditions for nominee directors to
disclose
information
to
nominating
shareholders;
allowing auditors of company to resign upon
giving notice to the company, subject to the
prescribed requirements in the Companies Act,
etc.
Some of the key changes that are expected to take
effect in Q1 2016 include:
removing
one-share-one-vote
companies;

for

public

removing the maximum age limit (70 years
old) for directors of public companies and
subsidiaries of public companies;
introducing the new multiple proxies regime;
liberalising rules on electronic communication
of notices and documents by companies;

allowing companies to issue shares for no
consideration;
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requiring the chief executive officer (“CEO”) of a company to disclose conflicts of interest with the
company, and his or his family members’ interests, or changes in interests, in securities of the
company;
allowing a director, CEO and company secretary of a company to report an alternate address;
empowering ACRA to debar non-compliant directors and secretaries;
introducing ACRA electronic registers of members and directors.

Many of the changes that will be taking place in the second phase are related to the revamp of ACRA’s online
business filing and information - Bizfile. Only amendments to the Act that have no or limited links to Bizfile
will be effected in the first phase. ACRA has stated that it will announce the effective date for second phase
about two months before the changes are due to take effect.
A non-exhaustive list of key amendments to be implemented in each phase can be found in ACRA’s website:
https://www.acra.gov.sg/Legislation/Two-Phase_Implementation_of_Companies_(Amendment)_Act_2014/

For more information on Phased Implementation of Companies Act, please contact:
Ms Loh Mei Ling
Associate Director, Corporate Secretarial & Bookkeeping Pte Ltd
lohmeiling@csb.com.sg
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The Unfolding Story of Myanmar's
Economic Rise

The golden land beckons
The unfolding story of Myanmar’s economic rise
from its slumber presents the country with many
challenges as it plugs itself back into the
mainstream international community.
It was once remarked that Yangon in the early
1920s was the city of gold, dreams and blood. In
the intervening years, Myanmar largely fell into
obscurity at the hands of its military custodians.
But now almost a century later, it would seem that
the country has finally come full circle.
Growing economy
Official growth forecasts for the 2014/15 fiscal year
stand at 9.1%, which slightly exceed the IMF and
World Bank forecasts of 8.5%. Foreign direct
investment is on track for a 70% year-on-year
increase, an impressive jump by any standards.
Indeed, Myanmar’s Foreign Investment Law (MFIL)
allows foreign investment into nine different
sectors (disallowing it in twelve specific sectors). A
foreign investor may establish a business presence
in Myanmar in various forms including by way of a
limited liability company, branch or representative
office and partnership or joint venture with a
citizen, cooperative society or state-owned
economic enterprise (SEE). Reforms announced in
2014 are due to bring significant changes to
Myanmar’s fledgling financial sector, spearheaded

by the opening up of the banking segment to
foreign lenders.
Supportive tax framework
Resident companies are taxed on their worldwide
income. The exception to this is resident companies
registered under the MFIL. Non-resident companies
are taxed only on income sourced within Myanmar.
A competitive corporate tax rate of 25% applies to
companies incorporated under local company law,
enterprises operating under the MFIL and foreign
organisations
that
have
obtained
special
permission to be engaged in state-sponsored
projects, enterprises or undertakings. Branches of
foreign corporations are taxed at a higher rate of
35% on Myanmar sourced income. Capital gains
are generally taxed at the rate of 10% for resident
companies and 40% for non-resident companies.
Incentives are given primarily through the MFIL
and Special Economic Zone (SEZ) Law. Under the
MFIL, incentives ranging from five-year income tax
exemption to the right to carry forward and set off
losses for up to three consecutive years, are
possible. Amongst other things, the SEZ offers
income tax holidays and customs duty exemptions
for business operating within the exempted zones.
It is also worth noting that Myanmar does not
impose withholding tax on dividend payments.
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Whilst interest and royalties paid to non-residents
are subject to withholding tax at the domestic rates
of 15% and 20% respectively, Myanmar has
concluded double taxation treaties with a number
of jurisdictions which potentially offer reduced
rates of withholding and/or exemption.
Singapore holding companies
Singapore is one of the preferred holding company
jurisdictions in Asia and many foreign investors
looking to gain access to the markets in Myanmar
might consider setting up a Singapore holding
company.
Possible ways to maximise the use of the
Singapore-Myanmar double taxation treaty
Domestic
Rate
(Myanmar)

Treaty Rate

0%

0%

Interest
[Beneficial owner]

15%

10%

Royalties
[Beneficial owner]

20%

Either 10%
or 15%

Capital gains on
disposal of
shares/investments

10%

0% [subject to
specific
conditions]

Service provision
by Singapore entity
in Myanmar

3.5%

0% if no
permanent
establishment
nt

Types of Income
Dividends

ure
Adopting a Singapore holding company structure
may present substantial tax savings for group
up
companies. However, the Singapore tax authorities
es
do not condone the use of a Singapore holding
ng
company with little commercial substance. In fact,
ct,
it is this vigilance that has helped Singapore
ore
maintain its standing as a credible holding
ng
company jurisdiction in the international tax arena.
na.
Singapore’s
geographical
proximity,
political
cal
stability, advanced information, communications
ns
infrastructure, as well as a business-friendly tax
ax
system has made it a compelling choice for
investors to hold their Myanmar investments.

Challenges remain
Myanmar has foreign exchange controls which
investors do need to be mindful of. Citizens,
foreigners and companies in Myanmar generally
must obtain permission from the Foreign Exchange
Management Department (FEMD) for all foreign
exchange dealings. Companies registered under
MFIL, however, are allowed to repatriate
investments and profits in the foreign currency in
which such investments were made, subject to the
approval of the Myanmar Investment Commission
(MIC) and the central bank.
The recent re-igniting of conflicts between the
army and certain minority ethnic groups may give
investors reason for pause to evaluate if the
momentum for economic growth and investment is
still intact, or if it is showing signs of stalling.
Opportunities
Myanmar holds tremendous promise as one of the
last untapped investment frontiers. Endowed with
bountiful natural resources and the demographic
dividend of a young population, its emergence from
economic obscurity to become a key destination for
foreign investment in recent years is perhaps
unsurprising. Whether it continues to do so will
largely depend on the measures and policies that
are undertaken by Myanmar’s successive future
governments.

For more information
matters, please contact:

on

Myanmar

tax

Ms Lam Fong Kiew
Tax Director
lamfongkiew@nexiats.com.sg
Mr Edwin Leow
Tax Director
edwinleow@nexiats.com.sg
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Nexia TS CSR Day 2015
Nexia TS Citizens woke up to an extraordinary day
on 19 June 2015. Setting aside work, they made
their way to Gardens by the Bay for a fun-filled day
with children from Xin Yuan Community Care and
Students Care Service.
The event started with shy smiles and soft voices
as the staff and children get to know one another.
They then sent off on an enjoyable race to play as
many games as they could at stations manned by
staff around the area. Within a short period of
time, the children and staff had formed special
bonds as they played and laughed togther.
12 main games and 4 mini games were prepared in
total. These fun games ranged from easy (eg.
counting the number of decorative ants) to difficult
(eg. picking up beads with chopsticks). A few
‘Photo Hunt’ games were played inside the Flower
Dome and Cloud Forest Dome as the children were
encouraged to learn more about the plants and the
ecosystem.

Through the games, the children learned the
importance of teamwork and how everyone in the
group can work well together. For instance, in the
‘Capteh Game’, the children who fared better could
be seen assisting those who were struggling to kick
the shuttlecock. It was a fruitful and wonderful
experience for both the staff and children.

“

We may not be strong on our own.
Together, we are definitely stronger.

”

Henry Tan
Managing Director, Nexia TS

The event ended with lunch and a simple prize
presentation ceremony. Each child went home with
a goodie bag and a prize with the top 3 teams
receiving additional small presents for their efforts
and commitment. As for the staff, everyone went
home with smiles on their faces and the memory of
a day well spent.
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Nexia TS is a rapidly growing mid-tier accounting firm based
in Singapore. We are an independent member firm of Nexia
International and are associated with Smith & Williamson of
United Kingdom.
The business conditions are changing rapidly worldwide,
with shrinking economic cycles and the emergence of a new
economic world order. Whether one is doing business within
the known boundaries or expanding globally, one cannot
escape the challenges of this new state of affairs. Those who
quickly adjust to and master these continually evolving
conditions are also known to reap huge rewards from the
abundant opportunities available today.
They say the world is getting smaller, and it really is. We
help many talented entrepreneurs from across the globe
with our sound strategic advice and highly-professional
services. We go beyond the mandate typically enjoyed by
accountants and become custodians of your business
interests. In short, Team Nexia works with you to design
game-changing business solutions.

Our service portfolio
We believe that we must continually evolve and augment
our skills to protect your business interests. We are
continually expanding our range of services in tune with
your changing business needs. We serve you with:
Tax Services
Assurance & Business Services
Governance, Risk Management & Internal Audit

Quarter 2 Issue 2015

A bouquet of values
Best of both worlds
We are a home grown company from Singapore yet are
connected with our highly skilled counterparts from
different economies. We can therefore put together
seamless solutions when your business is partaking in
cross-border opportunities. In doing so we leverage the
knowledge and expertise offered by our associates across
the globe.
People you can trust
Having worked with our clients through many different
business conditions, the insights developed over these
years have helped us quickly to find the solutions that
serve your business interest in the best possible manner.
Today we enjoy the implicit trust of our clients and often
win business through referral.
Seamless advice from professional teams
We can draw up a team from our vast talent pool that
undertands your needs and serves you efficiently, but we
also give you a dedicated single point of contact, making it
very easy to interact with us.
Competitive in every sense
With our comprehensive portfolio of assurance, tax,
accounting and advisory related services, we can offer
service levels equivalent to our larger competitors but for
more competitive fees, and ofter with a more personal
service and greater levels of partner involvement.
Obsessed with quality, just like you
We share with you common values, such as
professionalism, business ethics and trust. We give
individual attention to every minute service detail, ensuring
a high-quality experience.

Advisory & Transaction Services
Financial Advisory, Insolvency & Restructuring
Accounting & Corporate Services

Come share your vision with us.
We would be delighted to help you make it a reality.

Forensic & Litigation Support Services
Technology Advisory Services
Business Advisory in China, Iskandar Malaysia &
Myanmar

We help many talented entrepreneurs from
across the globe with our sound strategic
advice and highly professional services.
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Our approach and expertise
Assurance & Business Services

Kristin Kim

China Advisory & Assurance

Chin Chee Choon

Henry Tan

+65.6536 8852

+65.6597 7291

+65.6536 5466

kimys@nexiats.com.sg

ccchin@nexiats.com.sg

henrytan@nexiats.com.sg

Loh Ji Kin

Philip JC Tan

Christine Lee

+65.6597 7295

+65.6597 7296

+65.6597 5800

lohjikin@nexiats.com.sg

philipjctan@nexiats.com.sg

christinelee@nexiats.com.sg

Christine Lee

Low See Lien

+65.6597 5800

+65.6597 5803

christinelee@nexiats.com.sg

lowseelien@nexiats.com.sg

Loh Hui Nee
+65.6597 5801

Financial Advisory, Insolvency &
Restructuring

Lisa Zhang
+8621. 6047 8716
lisazhang@nexiats.com.cn

Flora Luo
+8621.6390 6000
floraluo@nexiats.com.cn

lohhuinee@nexiats.com.sg

Chan Yee Hong
+65.6597 7292
yeehongchan@nexiats.com.sg
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